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Frisbee team named official club at SJSU
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Greek show can’t use auditorium
to ban show
’The incident
happened several years
ago, many of the
people who are in the
fraternity today were
not even around when
that happened.’
Kevin

Reese,

Alpha Phi Alpha treasurer

SJSU officials cite past incidents of violence

time the situation was under control, 50 San Jose die the crowd.’ Reese said
incidents
Itx Da% id Barry
fair shake, in light of the
Daily staff writer
"The incident happened several years ago.
Four years ago. the event was held in the Police officers were there along with five campus
many of the people who are in the fraternity
Alpha Phi Alpha and Psi Beta Sigma. serv- Morris Dailey Auditorium and resulted in dam- officers...
This incident was the main reason why the today were not even around when that happened.
ice fraternities at SJSL’, are unhappy with Olt cir- age. said Buerger. So the event. which lasts for
cumstances keeping them from using the Morris three days and features games. speakers. and group was not allowed to use Morris Dailey, said We believe we have taken the appropriate mea
Aguirre.
sures to alleviate any future problems." Reese
Dailey Auditorium tor their Greek Show.
dances, was not allowed on campus.
"When the initial application came in. Lieu- said.
The Greek show, an event which will feaThey were then forced to use the San Jose
tenant
Ed
Dusahlon
reviewed the past situation
They are also upset with the timing of
ture black fraternities and sororities from Civic Auditorium for their 1984 event. an event
and told me to deny the application." Aguirre Buerger’s decision. When the two fraternities
throughout California Feb. 14. will instead he which became "uglx ." Aguirre said.
said.
"We
to
have
make
sure
between
that
a
tight
the
events
are
learned
held in the Student Union Ballroom.
disturbance,
that the Civic Auditorium was hooked
"There was a
sale or everyone, not just for one group.
The two fraternities claim they are being un- two groups." Aguirre said. "It was a near riot
eight months ago, they began making plans to
But Kevin Reese, treasurer of Alpha Phi use Morris Dai ley .
fairly penalized for an event that happened three The potential Mr a dangerous situation was great
’At least three months ago, maybe longer.
years ago and a questionable incident that hap"It developed into a code 20. which means Alpha, differed with Aguirre’s opinion.
"From my understanding of the incident, we put in an application for the auditorium’s use,
pened last year.
officer needs assistance... Aguirre said. "When I
But both Dan Buerger. executise assistant to got there (the civic auditorium), two to three hun- there were only two or three security guards. The hut we didn’t find out until January 8 that we
the president, and Universits Police Sgt. Leon dred people were running out of there, it looked event was sold out and people were still trying to would he using the Student Union Reese said.
See (;R/ I A.S. hack page
Aguirre belies e the es em is recets mg more than a like something terrible had happened By the get in. There just wasn’t enough security to han-

A.S. proposes
to introduce
beer at events

Hitting the sack

Approval
from Fullerton
to be sought
awn

Passing a hack, sack can he an excuse for study ing as these students
enjoy the game in front of the Student Union. Brock Cause, a junior

Craig Kohlruss Daily staff photographer
majoring in industrial studies, exhibits his expertise on his tip-toe
while his friends look on.

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Program
Board is hopeful of selling beer and
other concessions at two events this semester.
The first would be when the
bands the Suburbs and the Kingpins
put on a concert March 7 in the Student Union, and the other would he for
a movie, possibly involving a fraternity. said Verde Alexander. program
board director.
The idea for selling these items
was first proposed last semester by
Paul Goeltz, program board concert
chairman. at a meeting of the Student
Union board of directors. The hoard
deferred it to its house committee by a
12-3 vote. In the coming weeks Goeltz
will formally ask (or approval from the
house and then from the Student Union
hoard.
President Gail Fullerton would
then have the final approval. said Pat
Wiley. assist:int director of the Student

1)an Buerger
ass/ It , the premdera

eke(

*nion.
"In order to sell beer in the building. the president would have to approve it and they would have to follow
specific procedures.’’ he said
The program hoard would then
get a liquor license or the appropriate
dates, Alexander said.
"I think the concert would he the
perfect time to sell the beer." Goeltz
said. "The concert is being sponsored
by Miller beer. "
See BEER, bati page

Constitution bicentennial celebrated in lecture series
’Under the Articles of
Confederation. . .the
states were much more
important than they are
today.’
Thomas Wendel,
s.ist ’ history professor

Historians
give event
By Annie NI. Bell
Daily staff wnter
In the summer of 1787. the 55 delegates of
the Philadelphia Convention were deep in debate.
Convention leaders Franklin. Madison and Hamilton led the delegates in a radical political experiment.
The result was the Constitution of the
United States.

Student message board
donated by fraternity
the Associated Students and the fraterBy Deborah G. Guadan
nity, he said.
Daily staff writer
Students and library personnel
Clark Library’s new message
hoard is the result of time and money will be able to communicate ihmugh a
donated by members of Alpha Phi suggestion and question area on the
board, said Rebecca Martin. Clark LiOmega.
assistant director for user servThe service fraternity offered to brary’s
construct the message hoard as one of ices.
"We usually have to turn people
its community service projects.
away," she said. "We don’t have any
The message hoard will he fin- place for students to post notices."
ished by this week after an aqua-blue
Lack of money has been the
burlap covering is put on the cork major problem confronting library perboard. said Mitch Dahood. a member sonnel. Martin said.
of Alpha Phi Omega.
"We see it as a need for sin
The message hoard is located dents," she said. ’’We are grateful for
against the south wall of the library’s Alpha Phi Omega’s offer."
As a service fraternity. Alpha Phi
lobby.
See MESSAGES. back page
The project was funded in part by

The Constitution is now in its 2.1 ft it sear It
is the oldest document of its kind. SJSL Itistiry
Professor Thomas Wendel said.
To commemorate the bicentennial. Wendel
and others will speak in a series of lectures scheduled the first Monday every month, now through
May.
Lectures begin at 7 p.m. at the Rosegarden
Branch Library, 1580 Naglec Ave. in San Jose.
The bicentennial celebration will continue
next semester. Wendel said. Debates and musical
events are being considered or next semester.
hut plans are not finalized.
The series is being co-spononsored by the
SJSU History Depart ment and the San Jose Public Library.

Although the Constitution is now an established authority, in its youth it was a highly experimental and daring document. Wendel said.
The document created a democratic federal
republic when monarchy "was still the norm in
the Western world,’’ he said.
The fear of federal tyranny was marked at
the Philadelphia Convention, Wendel said.
"One of the principle fights over the ratification (of the Constitution) was that the slates not
he swallowed up in some super-national government." Wendel said.
By creating an outline for a republic and a
federation the authors of the Constitution "balanced the state powers against the national powers. he said

the
"Under the Articles of Confederation
the states
first Constitution, ratified in 17141
were much more important than they are today."
Wendel said "People looked to their states or
the law much more than they did the national
government
The national government was unable to tax.
to regulate commerce or to consistently. conduct
foreign relations. Wendel said.
The Philadelphia C’onv ention was originally
called to strengthen the Articles ca Confederation.
But when the delegate!. convened "they
wrote a whole new constitution," he said.
The Constitution has lasted 200 years in pad
See CONSTITI ’TION bad, page

New sorority pledges SJSU Greek system
Its Pa’ge (’. Burge!
Daily s aft writer
The SAC Panhellenic Expansion Committee
ng a new sorority to campus this year. said
Susan Rhune, panhellenic president and expan,ion committee chairwoman.
The three national sororities up for consideration were chosen from five organizations seeking
admission to the SJSU Greek system.
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Omicron Pi. and
Sigma Sigma Sigma, will make presentations to
the committee Feb. 1-15. Rhune said. Alpha Chi
Omega and Sigma Kappa were not chosen to participate in the presentations.
The Panhellenic Expansion Committee is a
committee set up to "successfully bring a new sorority to campus." Rhune said.
A group of collegiates, alumni and administrative representatives will he formed h) the Panhellenic Expansion Committee to choose the new

sorority. Rhune said.
A representative from each ol the sororities
will he able to participate in the selection. Rhune
said.
New sororities are chosen based on presentations to the committee. Rhune said.
Ruhne said the Panhellenic Expansion Committee decided, after assessing the need for sororities in the last year, it was time "to allow the system to grow."
Julie Angelos, a junior in advertising and a
Delta Gamma, said she thinks adding a new sorority is a "great idea."
Since there are more fraternities than sororities. Angelo% feels adding another somnty will
balance the scale and give rushee% more
choice."
"Adding a new sorority will strengthen the
Greek system." Karen Anderson, a communica-

lion studies sophomore and a Delta Gamma said.
There are some drawbacks to adding a new
sorority, Whitney Clarke. a Chi Omega recreation
sophomore said. "Our rush is small. Having another sorority cuts down on the number at
pledges" for the existing sororities.
But with more sororities, there comes more
participation and representation for sororities. said
Anderson.
The new sorority is expected begin rush in
the middle of the spring or next fall. Ruhne
said.Currently, SJSU has five sororities.
Alpha Phi. Chi Omega and Delta Gamma
were local sororities on campus in the late 1930’s
and early 1940’s.
Delta Zeta and Kappa Delta were nationttl sororities during the 1930’s and 1940’s.
Kappa Delta returned to SJSU in the 1970’s
and Delta Zeta returned in the early 1980’s.
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TV ads proper tool for sex education
Our children must he educated about sex. 11 this means
advertising contraceptives on television, then so be it.
Television station K RON should be applauded (or has ing the courage to run an advenisement I:or condoms on Jan
27. Clearly the station had no other motive hut to do what it
thought was in the public’s hest interest.
Unfortunately . ii is the only station currently running ’
contraception ads.
KOFY will accept the advertisements it they are "tastetulls done." hut at thus point it hasn’t run one. said Carol
Fertick, who works in the station’s
public alfairs department Other
I television stations. specifically
KGO. KPIX and KNTV. said they
will not run the ads. They would rather play it sale
KG() continues to "explore controversial issues’’ and
"shares the concerns of the community ." hut it doesn’t
plan to run contraception advertisements in the near future.
said Santa Flies.. who works in the station’s broadcast standards department
The responses from KTVU, KPIX and KNTV were
similar to KG0’ s They dare not offend their audience
viewers who have been hombarded with advertisements
about everything from toilet tissue to douches, hut will not
have their children exposed to advertisements about contraception.
They still not have their children exposed even though
the Public I kalif) Service says there will be an estimated
270,(88) people in the
S who will have AIDS or will
have died from it by 1991
They will not have their children exposed even though
ABC News recently reported that one out of every four girls
who is now 14 years old will be pregnant by the time she is

Comment&

Consider the hypocrisy of the following scenario.
The family is sitting on the couch watching television.
Television Don’t go .may. We’ll be right hack after these
important messages
Thousands ot Americans use
Nulty bathroom tissue every day It the solten tissue
around. And strong’’ You het. Just look at this strength test
between Flatly and
leading brand . .
Dad (to mom): You know what Bill says to me today’? Ile
says Margie is pregnant.
Mom (shocked): You’re kidding. She’s only 15 years old.
Did Bill say who the father is?
Dad: Nope. Margie won’t tell him until Bill promises not to
break the guy’s neck.
Television: I used to have problems with irregularity. But
ever since I started eating Fiberiltic I haven’t been able to
stop going to the . . .
Mom (to son): Have you ever seen Margie with a boyfriend
at school?
Son (hesitant): CIL no. Never.

Larry
Aragon

Ii hcheve ii iargie In an people
Mom: Well I just
Dad: It’s always the quiet ones.
Television: On my thirteenth birthday my big sister let me
in on a big secret - Kolas feminine napkins. And now that
I’m older I beef it’s my duty to let all young ladies know
about them . . .
Mom: Margie is goine to put the hahy up for adoption I
hope?
Dad: 01 course Bill’s Christian . . . And he sure as hell
:tint gonna let her keep ii
Television: Do you sutler from hemorrhoids? Well I had
’em for nearly 30 years. Nothing scented to work. But then
I tried new Stuffs. Boy! Talk about effective. Just one little
supository . . .
M
: I don’t know what’s wrong with kids these days. In
my time a girl would get in trouble once in a blue moon.
Now it’s every other day.
Dad: You know what it is don’t you? It’s all this talk about
sex education in the schools
Television: Jenny, could you come here a minute. Have you
tried the new douche by Sea Breeze?
Mom: They’ll give them plenty of education about sex. hut
will they let them pray?
Dad: If you ask me the only thing kids need is Jesus.
Television: Warrior condoms. Nothing has been proven
more effective in stopping the spread of contagious diseases. And no other condom is tested as thoroughly for reliability . .
Mom (her hand over her mouth): I don’t believe it.
Dad tin a rage): The next thing you know they’ll he advcr
ii sing communism.
Mom (running over to the TV and changing the channel):
What do they mean putting stuff like that on the air when
they know kids are watching.
Later that night.
Son: Dad. I need to talk to you.
Dad: Sure son. What about?
uh . .
Son (hesitant): Well . .
Dad: Go on There’s nothing you can’t tell your old dad.
s.fn
la, fne
gonna break my neck.
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Forum Page Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters hi the editor. .All letters must hear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class It’s el. Phone
numbers anti .
mous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to thy Daily OWICI: On the second floor
of IN igloo Bendel
or at the information center in
the Student
’the Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel, length and task-.
Editorials are the opinions of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board
33 eekly col lllll n% and columns appearing tin a rotating basis are written by Daily editors and reflect their indiv idual opi
.
/,omt are written by Daily staff
Piece’s labeled I
writers and are also opi ll i ll ns of the intik Ohm’.
The forum page will periodically feature opinions
written by active members of the university eimnuiiiunity
and will appear under the heading Community Pet:spec-

Women must maintain control over abortion decision
Jan. 22 came and went anti with it the 14th anniversary
ol Roe vs. Wade, the incendiary Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion.
No decision has ever caused such heated passions,
which have not abated one hit since 1973.
Pro-lifers are adamant in their belief that every hal»
guaranteed the right to live, anti that every embryo is
ally a baby. They have sewn up the controversy of when I.
actually starts by stating that it begins at the moment ol
ception.
One of the major factors of Roe vs. Wade was that experts - obstetricians. gynecologists, and other medical
doctors
could not decide when
it was that hie actually started.
Some said life begins when the
baby could live on its own, while
others said after the trimester when an embryo becomes a
fetus. Others dk1 indeed say they thought life begins at the
moment ol conception.
But the fact remains, scratch a doctor and you get addreran opinion.
However, the main point of this case is guaranteeing
the privacy ol the woman.
First Amendment scholar Thomas Emerson defined
privacy as a set ol rules that would constitute "a sphere of
space that has not been dedicated to public use or control."
The court, when deciding Roe vs. Wade, took that sphere
and decided that a woman’s bodily function of conception
and procreation was certainly not the right of the public.
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You’d never guess this Invin the pro-lifers. They want
to meddle in the life of every pregnant woman.
You wouldn’t want a pro-lifer in your home telling you
what to eat or whether or not to exercise - these are also
bodily functions. Pro -liters aren’t interested in these functions because, 4)1 course, they do not result in the ’inurder
of a baby," which is their main bone of contention against
the legality of abortion.
Murder is an awfully strong word. Unwanted kittens
and puppies are murdered in animal shelters if they are not
adopted. Little human animals are not always murdered
when they are unwanted. Generally they are only neglected,
abused, or perhaps abandoned. Or. as in a recent case in
Minnesota. they are killed at birth by their mother and
tossed into a dumpster.
Because President Reagan is so opposed to legalited
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ahortion, the decision may very well he overturned sometime in the near future. Roe v s. Wade was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1985. hut by a 5-4 margin rather than the 72 decision in 1973. With the possibility of elderly justices
retiring like flies. Reagan has the opportunity to stack the
court so that it is blatantly’ conservative rather than the cautiously liberal court that originally decided Roe vs. Wade.
Already the changed complexion of the court has placed
Roe vs. Wade in a precarious position, and the pro-lifers
could not he more ecstatic.
So the murders will end, according to pro-lifers. No
more using ahortion as birth control, which of course all
women do now that legalization has made it so convenient
and affordable. The government. halo shining, will step in
and give unlimited help to every woman who has opted to
have her baby instead of having an abortion.
The issue of abortion is one that people tlecide with
their einotions rather than common sense. and it isn’t very
likely that pro-lifers will ever realite that making abortions
illegal will not keep women front having them. They are
blinded by what they call the rights of the unborn baby.
without taking into consideration the law of the land as decided by the Supreme Court protects a woinan’s right to privacy.
Deciding what to do about an unwanted pregnancy is
the most traumatic event ol ,t woman’s Me. It must noi be
made unsafe and illegal as well. No one hut the pregnant
woman now has the right to decide what is done with her
body, and it must be kept that way

NASA benefits outweigh drawbacks
Dear Editor.
Andy Bird’s labeling the Challenger disaster "An
American non -Tragedy" in the Jan. 28 of the Spartan Daily
is very disappointing.
He may he correct in questioning the logic of an aggressive space program, hut any nation that can’t come up
with ample reasons for going into space will fall into the
tipuisrtithins
s
and its 6h/ens will become poorer in body and
But how can he think the space program is of questionable benefit? Are weather satellites worthless, even when
they save millions of dollars and many lives every year?
Would he propose throwing away our communications satellites when each tine replaces thousands of tons of copper
that would otherwise he strip mined, refined and laid as
cable? Are spy satellites useless when they make arms treaties verifiable and therefore possible? Is he willing to forget
the zeov-gravity electronic anti pharmaceutical products that
will certainly be discovered and manufactured in a space
station, even though these products will raise the standard
of living anti maybe even save lives’?
The rate ot poverty in this country may he increasing.
hut blaming the space program for it is utterly ridiculous
NASA’s entire yearly budget wouldn’t run the Department
of Health and Human Services for more than nine days. In
addition. even though NASA is a government bureaucracy - therefore inherently inefficient - - the space
agency generates $14 worth of jobs and services for each
dollar it spends, a claim no other government agency can
make.
Bird seems to indicate that Ainericans are losing sight
ill their dream of two cars in every garage and a chicken in
every poi. But deep down most Americans have a part of
the larger human dream. to reach for the stars
if not for
us then for our children and our children’s children.
"[thorny Toth.Fejel
Forum. SJSU assistant wrestling coach

Waiting for an Echo
Scott G.
Hamilton

So much ado
let leatleis die threatening to expel ABC news
SocI rrespondents because of it. Our politicians
aren’t in erjoyed. either liven the United Nations a mammoth entity seemingly beyond intimidation. is not ruling on] the possibility (via lawsuit to
keep the thing from :limn
Who ever would hat c thought that a single TV
show could cause so inin.ii trouble.)
Granted. the 141. -hour. S40 million epic "Amerika’’. is not your average sit-down-with-stu1e4-popcorn-and-enjoy -with-the-kids bin+ itthe offering. Depicting lite in our grand land following a peaceful
Soviet takeover, the tilm its laced wide-ranging political opposition I rout the start
Liberals complain that the 1111/N le is right-wing,
consei t at is es say 11 1, 1111. :1111101110"S . . . well, they
’,IV ilk’ sublet? Is last 1,,,,P11:isll to consider. Primelint’ icic% 1511111 is .iipposed to deal \kith peachy--keen
lamily lute ;int’ traditional sallies a la ’Coshy Show,"
right N
as the days he lore the Feb. 15 opening
’IA ( ;Mile workers are probanight pass quickly by
bly typesetting the entries right this moment - tension is building. No one, it seems, wants this thing to
air in its present form
Binh the SO% ICIs and the I.’ N. tear misrepresentation. Front the go% eminent ol II)sterialand, that
seems understandable Bui v, hat’s up with the 14 N’?
Ultimately . the I ’ N whimpering will likely be
for naught. Still. " 1inelika" writer, director and producer Donald Wee is probably regretting his use of a
the U.N. has hie guns
U.N.-like insignia
Mean% hilt’. :31W officials aren’t sweating tout
profusely Stephen A. Weisw asset’.
CapCines ABC’s senior ’.Ice president and
general counsel, is deny ing all ot the U.N.’s requested!
changes. Its COM:MS, he says, grew out ol
no one at the l’.N. has seen the
’misperceptions’’
completed !it’ll
The sole concession Weiss% asser is considering is
a disclaimer preceeding the I ilm. Fair enough. hut
consider that no one seems too upset when Soviet
officers are portrayed without their consent, as in the
I dm ’Red Dawn." Anti hov, many times have we
seen our own president depicted on film, often
ridiculously. without his consent and complete with
presidential seal’?
The key word, then, that no one seems willing to
confront isn’t "lawsuit" or "politics." hut
PROPAGANDA. For better or tor worse, the
arguments about Amerika’ would be much simpler it
someone would confess this is (heir concern.
Never mind that producer Wrye insisted last
month on "(hunt Morning America" that he made his
film to entertain. When asked about his political
beliefs, he essentially said that he had none. Similarly,
Weis%asser said ABC’s main purpose is to present a
"clash of ideas." not any- one political bent.
light of this, it is at the same time amusing and
Infrustrating that Chrysler chose last week to retract
its 57 million worth of "Amerika’’ commercials.
America’s corporate sweetheart. Lee "No, I Won’t
Run’’ Iacocca. reportedly made his decision abler
viewing six hours of the film, fearing his Bag -waving
ads would he inappropriate for "Amerika."
This, from a man who is exploiting and adding to
the current wave of Rambo-mentality false nationalism this country is drowning under. Americans are
fooling themselves, liwocca knows it and he uses it.
The question, then. remains: What’s he so afraid
or Let there he balance. Propaganda is propaganda,
and if Iacocca really believed "the pride is hack,"
he’d stand behind his boastful slogan and let it go
head -to-head with whatever, if any. dogma "Amerika’ might profess. If. however, there is something
there, it will be good lot the unthinking public of
America. It might even make them think. We’ll just
have to wait and see
Scott G. Hamilton is the editor of the Spartan
Daily and he has only watched "The Cosby Show"
once, lie will, however, Ix. videotaping "Ante.
rika." Waiting fur an Echo appears every other
Tuesday.
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Lecturer honored for home
’Educator of year, awarded last month
By DIvyaihnle
Daily staff writer
SJSU lecturer in environmental
studies, Frank Schiavo, was honored
with the Conservation Educator of the
Year award last month.
The award was presented in
Fresno by the California Natural Resources Federation, an affiliate of the
National Wildlife Federation.
Schiavo said one of the reasons
he was chosen for the award was because of his home.
"The house is completely solar
heated, we grow our own food, conserve water and use energy efficient
appliances." he said.
About 400 people tour his house
every year to learn how to be more
conscious of their environment.
"It is a wonderful way of living," Schiavo said. "It’s low cost and
has a very light impact on the environment."
He has also helped design 50 to
60 solar home models and 5 or 6 complete house designs for solar houses
for home owners, Schiavo said.
"The award is also for teachingother people and showing them it is
possible to live with what you believe
in and we strongly believe in what we
do," he said.
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Schiavo has taught at SJSU for 12
years and helps train teachers in environmental studies .
"Environmental studies is an interdisciplinary examination of the so-

’The award is also for
teaching other people
and showing them it is
possible to live with
what you believe in
and we strongly
believe in what we
do,’
Frank Schiavo
SJSU lecturer
cial consequences of human activity."
he said.
Schiavo said drinking water and
food are both affected by human activities, and environmental studies attempts to teach people pollution control.
"Both technological activities

and the impact of modem living from
over-consumption and the basics of
daily living contribute to the consequences." he said.
Schiavo said a whole range of
areas including technical, legal and
personal solutions are included in the
mixture of environmental studies so it
encompasses many fields.
"We have a very eflusive program here in environmental studies but
many people don’t know how to categorize it." he said. Schiavo said he
put most of his energy into training environmental educators.
"Environmental studies is not
anti -science or anti-progress.’’ he
said.
The environmental department is
one of the newer departments in campus. It was started in 1970.
"This field of environmental
study and social interaction has been
very recent." Schiavo said.
"The beauty of env ironmental
%tidies is that the media has nisi barely
begun to discover it." Schi.0. 0 said.
Many newspapers and maga,
hive
environmental study spe. i.i
he
said.

Extra term for Aquino and
proposed constitution win big
MANILA, Philippines (AP) President Corazon
Aquino won a decisive victory Monday as Filipinos overwhelmingly endorsed her proposed constitution and another
51/2 years of her leadership, unofficial returns showed.
Filipinos backed the draft charter by a 4 -to-1 margin
nationwide, according to the unofficial count by the private
National Movement for Free Elections. Only in the northern
Luzon Island stronghold of former President Ferdinand E.
Marcos did a majority of voters appear to have rejected the
proposal.
Final, official returns from the Commission on Elections were not expected before next week.
The private vote -count showed an approval margin of
more than 80 percent 5,374,617 to 1,294.656 with 27
percent of the 86.703 precincts reporting nationwide.
Partial, unofficial returns from seven northern Luzon
provinces showed about 54 percent in the region were opposed to Aquino’s proposal. Opposition also was strong in
Manila area precincts at military installations.
Mutinous soldiers linked to Marcos attempted a revolt
last week hut were put down by government troops. Some
military officials, including one of the coup leaders, have
criticized the government’s peace overtures to end the 18year-old Communist insurgency.
Voters were asked to state "yes" or "no" on whether

they supported ratification of the 20.000-word draft, which
sharply reduces the power of the president, restores a bicameral legislature, bans the military from political activity
except voting and expands human rights guarantees.
The charter, completed in October by a 48-member
commmission appointed by Aquino. also guarantees her a
six -year term.
The plebiscite marked the first time Aquino turned to
the electorate for an endorsement of her II -month -old leadership, and her supporters described the balloting as a "vote
of confidence."
Former Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile, who campaigned against ratification, claimed Aquino used the plebiscite to run for re-election uncontested.
Leftists, including labor groups and the Communist
Party, denounced the charter as "pro-imperialist" and said
it did not go far enough in changing Philippine society.
Right-wing critics refused to concede defeat and predicted more political challenges to the government despite
Aquino’s promise that ratification would bring stability.
Homobono Adaza. a right-wing critic, claimed Mrs.
Aquino "out -did Marcos" in deceiving voters and predicted ratification would be "nothing hut a Pyrrhic victory."

Iranian refugees
WASHINGTON (AP)
in the United States have a better-than-even
chance of winning asylum. For Poles, the odds
are 50-50. But refugees from El Salvador are approved less than 5 percent of the time, with the
other 95 percent facing deportation to their warravaged land.
The federal statistics show the disparity, hut
don’t explain it. A dispute over the cause is certain to boil over this year in Congress, when lawmakers take up legislation to grant all Salvadorans a safe haven for two years.
Archbishop Arturo Rivera y Damas of El

Salvador wrote members of Congress in November 1985 that U.S. officials "have closed their
doors and their hearts" to his flock in this country. A number of lawmakers agree, saying that
asylum approvals would embarrass a friendly
government that receives U.S. assistance.
The Reagan administration vigorously denies that it is using the asylum program to dole out
rewards and punishments based on foreign policy
interests.
Asylum is a form of amnesty for foreigners
with a legitimate fear of persecution in their own
countries. Each case is supposed to be considered
on its merits; every applicant is to he given an
equal chance.
Rep. Joseph Moakley, D-Mass.. and Sen.
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz.. have introduced
hills that would allow all Salvadorans without
legal status to remain in this country for two
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BEIRUT. Lebanon (API
Pm-Iranian kidnappers
said Monday they will kill Americans Terry Anderson
and Thomas Sutherland, who have been hostages since
1985, if the United States makes a military attack on
Lebanon.
Lebanon’s justice minister said the kidnappers had
"arrested" Terry Waite. The Church of England envoy
left his Beirut hotel Jan. 20 to negotiate for the freedom
of the two Americans and other foreign captives in Lebanon.
Another group made the same threat last week
against three American teachers and an Indian faculty
member taken Iron) Beirut University College on June
24. The abductors have said since that they vs ill kill the
four men unless Israel releases 400 prisoners by midnight Saturday.
The official press of Syria, which supports pro-Iranian groups, has accused the United States (if planning a
military attack on Lebanon after II foreigners were kidnapped in 12 days. U.S. naval forces in the Mediterranean have been strengthened.
A typewritten statement in Arabic delivered to the
office of a Western news agency Monday made the death
threat against Anderson and Sutherland in the name ol
the Shiite Moslem group Islamic Jihad. Accompanying
it was a photograph of Anderson, 39, chief Middle East
correspondent of The Associated Press.
"Any military attempt against the Moslems in the
region, particularly in Lebanon, will result in the death
of the captives and America’s interests in the region."
the statement said. "Our answ er vs II he cruel. We shall
have no mercy."

The 55.3 It million .11111thil tate increase would he se
parate from construction costs charged to ratepayers. PG
&E wants to hill its 1.7 million customer’. for all (tithe
5.8 billion in construction costs, an issue the state Public
Utilities Commission will decide when it dete
nes ho
w much of the money was spent reasonably
Customers are already paying 6 4 percent increase
For Diablo Canyon. a PL(’ decision now under re% iew h
y the state Supreme Court.
The plant near San Luis Obispo began commercial
operation in mid -1985, a decade behind schedule and ah
out 11 times more expensive than originally planned.

Coastlines opened
WASHINGTON (AP)
The Interior Department
on Monday proposed to release or oil and gas exploration 13 percent of pre% iously otl - limits areas in federal
waters off Cal ilOrnia.
Secretary. Donald P. Hodel wrote members of Congress and Go% George Deukmejian that he had drawn
from all three drilling proposals that were the subject of
unsuccessful negotiations last summer and fall, and had
accepted 95 percent ol the governor’s recommendations
for which environmentally sensitise areas should remain
closed.
Hodel asked for "broad support from the Congress
which provides certainty" and said that without it. he
would stop proposing special protections for California

Nixon plans fight

Iran deal was known
NEW YORK (API Private arms dealers set out
in 1983 to ship American fighter planes and large
amounts of other weapons to Iran illegally, and highlevel Pentagon intelligence officials who learned about
the effort allowed it to continue, a published report says.
The officials did not stop the sales because they
hoped to gain intelligence information on Iran and access
to advanced Soviet tanks which Iran had captured from
Iraq. The New York Times reported in its Monday editions.
The Times said it obtained information about the elfort, known as the Demavand project, from thousands of
pages of classified telexes. contracts, correspondence
and other documents and from interviews with 150 people including government officials, arms dealers, intelligence sources and others.
In Washington, a Defense Department spokesman.
Cmdr. Richard Schram, said he had no comment on the
report.
The project was to include the sales of 39 F-4
fighter planes. Harpoon and Sidewinder missiles...() M48 tanks and at least 25 attack helicopters, and the total
value of arms contracted for was more than SI billion,
the Times said.

PG&E allowed hike
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A state hearing officer
recommended Monday that Pacific Gas & Electric Co. c
ustomers pay about I percent more a year toward Costs 10
shut down the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in 30
years

years, while the General Accounting Office studies conditions they would face if sent home.
Moakley. in an admitted effort to pick up
votes, included the same relief for Nicaraguans
who want to avoid returning to live under the
Sandinista government.
The temporary stay is called extended voluntary departure, which allows anyone from a selected country to remain until the status is revoked by the attorney general. Currently,
"EVD" applies to those who came here from Afghanistan, Poles who arrived by July 21. 1984,
and Ethiopians who came prior to July I. 1980.
The Refugee Act of 1980 defines refugees
as those unwilling or unable to return home because of a "well-founded fear of persecution" on
account of race, religion, nationality, political
opinion or membership in a social group.
To apply, a foreigner must first reach the

he

to

Iranian kidnappers threatening

WASHINGTON (AP)
Former President Nixon
intends to tight with esery legal tool at his command
against the release of his Watergate papers scheduled for
May. his attorney told a federal court Monday
’There will he claims 01 presidential priv ilege
lodged by Richard Nixon and nay he. in the near luture,
a lawsuit will he filed against the entire pro, ess.’ said
Herbert J. Miller.
The National Arch’, es tilkti 9tI-st.iy notice last
week that it intended to allow the public to see 1.5 million of the most sensitise documents
including those
seized when Nixon resigned as president on Aug. 9,
1974.
A Nixon lawsuit would he another in a long string
of legal actions that have blocked the release of most
documents and hundreds 01 hours of tape recordings. ordered by the Congress more than 12 years ago. To date,
only two hatches of material base been released by the
Archives. Neither involved sensitive documents.

Case may be filmed
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Secret tapes, talk of
smoking guns and the appearance ol a prosecutorturned -witness have imparted an aura of Holly.% ood
drama to the McManin Pre -School molestation case
In fact, if a pair of screenwriters have their vs is . ih
case that has tied the Los Angeles District Attorney
lice in knots, will soon he a major motion picture.
But first. Superior Court Judge William Pounders
must unravel the twisted facts disclosed at a hearing
which has stretched over weeks, probing allegations of
improprieties by those who sought to send the McMartin
Pre -School teachers to prison

Winning asylum in U.S. easier for some than others
Salvadorans
denied more
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WILKES-BARRE. Pa. (AP)
When they were married, Craig
Wilson bought his wife. Joyce, a
dog. And darned if her wedding
present to him wasn’t a dog, too.
"At one point I actually had
13 dogs." said Wilson. who lives
near Shickshinny Lake. "I loved
them all."
Across America, dog ownership appears to he leveling off,
with cats replacing dogs as the No.
1 domestic pet. Nevertheless, there
are still 50 million households in
the country where dogs remain supreme.
"I don’t think dogs are losing
out ton much in popularity, at least
not with this family," said Mrs.
Wilson. In addition to being the
mother of two young sons. she is
the feeder, exerciser and constant
companion of two Labrador retrievers and a golden retriever.
"They’re just like kids to
me," said Wilson. 26. "I just
enjoy being with them and having
fun with them. It’s rewarding having them look up to you."
For others in the country, the
willingness to own and provide decent care for a dog may he slackening. In pan, this may he a result of
urbanization.
While there arc 50 million canines in homes and hams across the
country, the number of cats has
passed 56 million.
"If you dropped down from

outer space and crashed through the
ceiling of a typical American
home, the chances are less likely
now that you would find a dog than
they were 20 years ago," said
Drew McLandrich, manager of
marketing communications of lams
Pet Food in Dayton, Ohio.
McLandrich says that there are
more dogs in the country now than
at any other time. hut there has
been a decrease in the proportion of
dog-owning homes to cat -owning
homes.
He says research indicates the
canine population is nearly static,
but that "cats are going off the
scale. The whole thing has a lifestyle -driven edge to it."
McLandrich notes that working couples are looking for low
maintenance pets. "In the long
term, it looks like dogs are pretty
flat," he said.
Writer about dogs Herm
David, in a recent article in Dog
World magazine, writes that changing demographics is the key to the
shift.
The demographic trends include: an older population; more
childless households; more families
living in condominiums or homes
where dog ownership is inconvenient; more two-paycheck families;
and the maturing of the Baby Boom
generation, which is less stable socially and economically.
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United States either through a legal visa or an
illegal entry and then try to make a case before
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Ralph Thomas. who heads the refugee and
asylum program of the INS, said many Sills ado
rans have had problems winning approval he
cause their applications are not based on the fis
categories mentioned in the law.
"They only make a claim there is general
ized violence or civil disorder, and they fear !or
their lives or cannot maintain themselves economically under the circumstances." Thomas
said.
’They say, ’I’m fleeing violence. nis
neighbor was killed,’ hut they cannot specifs
how the violence was targeted on them The refugee definition in 1980 did not address displaced
persons." he added.

Spartaguide
The SJSU Concert Choir will
hold auditions for spring 1987 from 11
to 11:50 a.m, today in Music Room
150. Call Professor Archibeque at
277-2923 for information.

hold a hook exchange from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. today through Friday in 1Coni 01
the Student Union. Call Helen ai
3201 for information.

The Hillel Jewish Association
will hold a lunch and business meeting
at noon today in the Campus Ministry.
Call Sandra Silver at 295-8311 for information.

The Career Planning and Placement office will give a workshop on
how to prepare resumes at 5:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Business Classroom 301.
Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for in
formation.

Students for the Free Market will
hold a meeting from Ito 2 p.m. today
in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Call Paul Mezzetta at 993-9488
for information.

The Business Professional Adver
tising Association will hold its firs’
meeting at 6 p.m. tomorrow in the Stu
dent Union. Call Cliff Asher at 277
8148 for information.

The Community Committee for
International Students will hold English conversation classes from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. today and from 10 a.m. to
noon tomorrow in the Administration
Building Room 222. Call the International Center at 277-3690 for inform,,
tion.

The Asian American Christian
Fellowship will hold its weekly meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Spartan
Memorial Chapel. Call Don Chin at
997-7808 for information.

The Career Planning and Place
ment office will give tours of the Ca
reer Resource Center at 1:30 p.m
today and tomorrow in Business Class
room 13. Call Cheryl Allmen at 277
2272 for information.
The SJSU Physics Club will hold
a meeting at 1:30 p.m. today in the old
Science Building room 239. Call Mah
boubeh Ghavi at 277-2422 for info
mation.
The Human Resource Adminn,
tration Club will hold its first meeting
at 5 p.m. today in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. Call Denise Romano
at 297-7393 for information.
The Associated Students will
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WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly?
Try our self -paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Russian and Spanish.
No formal classes. Take 1-5 units semester.
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab car home. Text, tapes, software.
New: Advanced Spanish 101 Al B1 (4-4 units).
For qualified students.

Call 277-2576
or come to
Foreign Languages at SH 219.

Sports
Telford fires one-hitter,
SJSU splits with Reno
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Spartans win one, lose one at Sacramento State
By Jeff Copular-iv
Daily stall write,
Anthony Tellord’s one -hit. I 1 strikeout. complete game perf llllll :nice enahled SJSC to heat the University ol
Nevada -Reno I -0 Saturday in the second game ol a doubleheader at Municipal Stadium
Nevada -Reno. powered by Scott Anderson’s live RBI.
won the opener I 3-9. Nick Kmencke -0) was the winning
pitcher. Senior reliever Frank Gomez 10-1 sullered the loss
for the Spartans
Tenon!. iumor loun San Jose. had total control 01 his
curvehall and slider. At one point, the right-hander
struckout five consecutive hatters
’I was determined today." Telford said. "Reno heat
me last year. 1 telt good out there today."
Infielder Ern- Nelson’s two-out RBI single. scoring
Rod Pierce in the first inning v:as all the support Tellord
needed Rob Thomas made a great sliding catch in right
ield to end the game
In the first game. Reno can’t:dyed on Spartan starter
Dan Archihald’s early inellectiveness. Archibald retired the
first Wollpack hatter, then walked the next two. Then
Reno’s Anderson smashed a lasthall over the .190-fixe
in dead center lield Ion a three -run home mi.
The Spartans quickly tied the score with a three -mm
ol their own
Alter his early c,intrid prohlems. Archibald. who
pitched well against nationally -ranked Stanford last %seek,
settled down and retired 14 out of 15 hatters, lie a as taken
out of the game by head coach Sam Piraro in the a \di inning, leading 7.1.
SJSU’s bullpen couldn’t stop the powerful Wolfpack.
though Beni, scoied 10 nuts in the last lour innings and
easily piled,t"0 I", 11,c
Piraro said he w is 111C;1,ell NO the Spartans’ performance and especially !heir enthusiasm.
’The eneigy ley el a as outstanding.’ Piraro said.
"They tried too hard at times and that led to a lea mental
errors. hut I hope they continue playing well ..
’We need to score more runs. hut well take any
aut.’. he said

Pirany said he was especially pleased with Tellord’s
performance.
"Telford is a great competitor." the first -year coach
said. "He made all the big pitches. Reno is an outstanding
hitting team. For him to one -hit them is a tremendous fear
Anderson’s eighth -inning grand -slam and the strong
pitching of Al Bacosa. highlighted SJSU’s 15-0 shellacking
of the Sacramento State Hornets in the first game of a doubleheader Sunday in Sacramento.
The Hornets salvaged a split of the twin hill by heating
the Spartans 9-I in the second game.
SIMI’, record now stands at 3-3
a vast improvement over last year’s 0-9 start.
The Spanans were led by the hitting of Rod Pierce.

’I was determined today. Reno beat
me last year.
Anthony

Telford,
SJS1.1 pitcher

Monte Brooks, Thomas and Anderson Thomas has
emerged as the team’s leading hitter at .409. Anderson isn’t
far behind at .3141.
Anderson. a junior from Burlington. Wash., is apparently the Spartans only serious power threat. Anderson’s
home run was the team’s first of the year and he leads SJSU
with I I RBI.
Bacosa, whose first start had been delayed by rain, finally got his opportunity and pitched a solid game. He allowed four hits, six walks and struck out six. His record is
now 141.
SJSU didn’t have much i() cheer about in the second
game. Mark Dover started and left in the fifth inning trailing
2-0. Once again the Spartan bullpen couldn’t stop the opposition. allowing seven runs in the last two innings.
Anderson dros e in Pierce for the Spartans only run.
SJSU plays .11 the University of San Francisco at 2:30
p.m. today

A Nevada-Reno base runner slides safely into third
base as Spartan third baseman Eric Nelson waits for

!,grapher
Bret J Poly0J.
the late throw. The Spartans and the 11 oltpack split a
twin bill on Saturday after twine rained out Friday.

Spartans top Long Beach, Men’s tennis team set for ’87
lose close one to Fullerton
By Day id Barry
Daily stall writer
Before his team even embarked
on their week-long road trip. !HSU
basketball coach Bill Berry was
upset
.’.’- He MA111.4 Cai his team W as king
treated unlairly by the PCAA.
-If I could find the schedule
maker. I would shoot him.- Berry
said lid I iikingly "We’re the only
team that has to play this type of
schedule.’’
Three games in foe days faced
the Spartans and Berry knew they’
would he a challenge
Bin even he did not know that
the Spartans would return to their inconsistent lorm Yet vs ith a 1-2 record, the Spartans did just that.
First, on Thursday night, they.
were destroyed by’ New Mexico
State 72-43. They then bounced
hack on Saturday to defeat Long
Beach State 71-59, Only to close out
the trek with a 62-60 loss to Fullerton State last night
The Spartans. now 10-10 overall and 6-5 in PCAA play. find
themselves in fourth -place and lacing a dirt icult upcoming week
against lIC-Irv me and then USIA’.
Berry’ once again must wonder
which team will emerge in those two
games
During the road trip, he did indeed see a different team every
night.

Against New Mexico State, the
key had been shooting. The team
had shot just 24 percent. hut the
Spartans, in the victory over Long
Beach had apparently been revived.
George Puoti, who had Nen
sit-nut:int ! during the paSt threr
games, scored a gamehigh
points to lead the Spartans to their
first sweep in the series since the two
teams began competing in PCAA
play
"George Puou played a great
game. SJSU coach Bill Berry said
afterward. "He did everything he
physically could do."
However. Puou was not the
only star. In addition. Bobby Evans
scored 13 points. while Reggie
Owens added 11 points and nine rebounds
The efforts of all three players
were once again needed to off-set
the pert ormance of Ricky Berry.
Berry. after scoring 31 points in
a Jan. 22 victory over Santa Barbara. has been struggling. On Saturday night, he scored 13 points in a
two of eight performance. In his prey ious two games. he had scored 15
and I I points
Before these performances.
Berry had been averaging 25 points
in PCAA play But the key in this
victory, despite the balanced scoring
was defense.
Using combinations of man -loman and zone. the Spartans led 14

31 at halftime. Then in the second
half. after the 49ers had crept to 5250, the Spartans put on the brakes
and scored eight straight points.
"San Jost State is one utF the
better defensive teams we’ve teem!
this Season,’’. Long Beach Coaoh
Ron Palmer said.
Against Fullerton, the Spartans
once again put forth a fine defensive
effort. hut unfortunately foul trouble
and poor shooting sealed SJSU’s
late.
Al halftime, the Spartans. trailing 30-19, found themselves shooting at an unofficial 25 percent clip
from the field. Al two junctures during that half. SJSU was held for
more than our minutes without a
basket. But more importantly.
Owens, Puou, and Gerald Thomas
all picked up three fouls.
In the second half, SJSU did
make one run at the Titans. Trailing
314-23 with a little over live minutes
gone in the half, the Spartans ran off
eight straight points en route to pulling to a ithin lino at 39-35.
Despite some late comeback
antics the Spartans couldn’t pull oil
the win. and Fullenon’s speed and
bench strength was not too much.
The lone Night spot was Berry .
who led the Spartans with 29 points
Following Berry w :is Puou it
eight points.
Richard Morton led the Titans
with 22 points.

Women cagers lose to SDS
By Mark Foyer
Daily stall writer
Alter cutting the San Diego State
lead from nine to five atth 2:42 remaining. the SAL women’s basketball team struggled to get closer
The lea- shots that went up,
bounced off the rim. A couple of other
times. the A/tecs forced turnovers.
The result was a 64 -NI loss lig the
Spartans in a PCAA game Saturday
night.
The loss dropped SJSU to 144 in
PCAA play, 3-14 overall. SDS improved their’s to 4-6. 7-12.
"We had the open shots in the
late going." SJSU coach Tina Krah
said "They just wouldn’t go in him
U’s,
The lead changed hands several
times, with the Spartans getting the
lead 10 times, only to see the Aztecs
tie it up moments later
They started the game with a 4-0
lead. SDS rallied to regain the lead
four minutes into the game. and held it
until late in the lira half when a I.isa
1mahara jumper gave the Spartans a
25-21 lead. The Aztecs tied up the
wore, and it stayed close for the remainder of the lint half
Spartan April Guilford’s 23 -footer
as the horn sounded gave Sin, a 31 29 halftime lead It was only the second time this season that the Spartans
were leading after one hall ol play.
"It was nice not only to go into
the locker room with the lead, hut also
to go in with some momentum.’ Krah

’We had the open
shots in the late going.
They just wouldn’t go
in for us.’
Tina

Kraft,

SJS(i women’s basketball coach

said. "That gave us some intensity ans cut it hack down to one with 6:0
left. as Thomas muscled her way to the
going into the second hall .
It did, as the Spartans played the hoop for two.
That would he as close as the
second hall up tempo, hoping lo put
SDS away. But evers time the Spar- Spartans would get for the rest of the
tans scored. the A/tecs had an answer game as the Aztecs went on an 14-0 run
for it with a hoop of their own
in the next three minutes taking a 61"We didn’t want to get into a run 52 lead.
Following a missed SDS free
’n gun with them in the second half.’
throw. Thomas got the rebound and
SJSU forward Tamara Tigue said.
Alter spending the first part of the scored. cutting SDS’s lead to 61-514
second half swapping the lead. SJSU with 52 seconds left. But a pair of free
took a 50-47 lead as forwanf Johnnie throws iced the game for the Aztecs.
"We’re a young team still adjustThomas scored on a three-point play.
But the Aztecs cut it hack to one as ing to each other’s moves." Thomas
Jessica Haynes converted both ends of said. "Once we know each other’s
moves, then we should start winning
a one -and -one.
Following an SJSU turnover. the those close games."
took
for
good
Thomas led all scorers with 22
Aztecs
the lead
with
14:17 remaining as Haynes hit another points. She also pulled down a career
pair ol free throws. They opened up high 15 rebounds. SJSU pulled down a
the lead to three, only to see the Spar- season high 46 rebounds.

By Mark Foyer
Cal I It’s( a 11,1 tut klust’
Daily stall writer
Hen
\
I
Even though the SJS1. men’s ten- figure to still some ol those matches
2
this
alnis team starts its season at
Its vs’suu’ 1.1’ alai a lesson in
ternoon at Santa Clara. Coach John what the competition skould he like tor
Hubbell is not happy vs ith die condi- Allen.
tion ()I the team.
’I’ve been through the ringers
"We’re not in the hest shape to once. MI I kii,,yy what to espect.’’
start the season.’ Ilubbell said. "We Allen said "Nov, that I know what to
have lost four starters due to gradua- expect. I’ll he able to relax a little hit
tion. and two others :ire injured
more and play my, game...
But that’s noi ti, sx.i Hubbell is
SJSU’s second seed w ill he Tom
unhappy stitit ssIa.u.Is has I hs top Sheehan. Sheehan, last year’s No. .5
seed Iron, List j’eJii. Malcom Ilen. re- seed . has iorked during the ill season
turns -X Ilen was a Ircsliman Iasi year, and it has showed in his pla.
and he said he felt the pressure
ing to I Itihhel I .
"I put more pressure on ins sell
Paul Carbone is the team’. So 3
said seed. A returner Iron’ last seal . CarIasi year then ever he FON
Allen. "I %vas a freshman. taking the bone spent the hinter part in the season
top spot on the team Sonic’ 01 the as the team’s Ni’ It seCti. Carbone said
other players didn’t like
the (Id lerence in mos ing up has helped
Those complaints quickly [sided make hint leel more condonable
away as Allen skeni on to vs in 14
"My whole life resolved around
straight matches before a minor knee tennis last year." L’arbeine said "I tell
injury look away some ol his mobility. lois of pressure because I knew that it I
Once recovered. Allen played the pro slipped tip, there would he someone
circuit in the summer. His ranking in else to replace me.
the world is somewhere in the 700s
"I’m now more relaxed and able
right now. hut he said he’s not worried to have more fun.’’ Carbone said.
about that.
’[he hwr through sit, seeds are all
"I know that I have to start at the transfers from junior colleges. Mike
bottom ol the barrel in regard to my Scaddell I De An/al is dated to he the
ranking. Allen said. "My goal is to No I wed. with Gm, Pendia (West
move up the ladder little by little, hoping tithe w ithin the top 250 by the time
I graduate "
But w it Ii graduation down the
road. Allen is looking forward to the
ol the season.

COME OUT FROM
UNDER!

Spartan
gymnasts
beat Chico
By Stephen Ellison
Daily stall writer
Senior Sheila Hughes-Tsamas led
the unbeaten SJSU women’s gymnas
tics team to an overwhelming victoi y
over Chico State University in Chlt:o
iM Saturday.
The Spartans, now 3-0, captured
all four events compiling a final score
of 164.145 to Chico’s 160. I .
Individually. Tsarnas won three
of the four events. topping all other
gymnasts with a 34.75 overall score.
Spartans Liza Bettencourt 03.151 and
Mayumi Nekaji 132.61 finished second
and third overall, respectively
Tsarnas. the Spartans’ top perlormer a year ago. placed first in the
uneven bars (14.7). the balance be-ant
48.751 and the floor exercise (14.95).
Teammate Nakaji. a sophomore, won
the vault with a score of 14.75.
The Spartans combined for a 42.4
score on the vault. 40.9 on the bars.
40.2 on the beam and 41.35 on the
floor exercise.
"I think we have .a real good shot
at making the regionals and maybe
even the natonals." SJSU assistant
coach Karen Masters said. "We had a
couple of injuries earlier this year. hut
we’ve overcome those."
The Spartans will host Sacramento State this Friday night at 7:30.
But their toughest test. according to
Masters, will he the Spartan Games on
March 13, where they will host two of
the top teams in the country in Oregon
State and Michigan State, along with

Advertise 277-3171

Valley I and Kish, Moilanen (Foothill/
scheduled to he the No s :ind No. 6
seeds
schedule promises to he a
tough one tor the Spartans. both in
PC AA action and in non -conference
lily
In the I’( ’A A. the Spartans will he
itie aall I amg Beach
lacing I
State. both nationally -ranked.
"In addition to has ing everyone
returning. Long Beach State has one of
the top three or hair players in the
country .- Ilubhell said. "Irvine will
he tough. along a ith Santa Barbara.
:Ind Fresno State has even’, tune returning
Non- league pits aid see the
Spartans hive Calais ma and Stanford
its ice each Both teams are also naiuuuui,uIls
a ith Stantord being
the detending NCA A champion.
"We’ll know right assay how
good we are since we plas Stanford
and Cal tkiii days apart.- Hubbell
said
SJSU a ill host Stanford next
week, then travel to Berkeley two days
later.

The

BASIC SPANISH
96A/B (3-3 units) VIDEOAUDIO Begin or review.
Practical conversation. No
formal classes. Study in
lab/home, Cal I 277-2526.
Foreign 1.anguages
SH 219

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And Help
High School Students Earn Theirs
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Bound
277-3120
WLC #219
277-2338
*Tutor college-bound students
once weekly on campus.

FREE MINI BASKETBALL
with student ticket purchase
$3.00 reserved or
$4.00 stage
(while supply lasts)

FEB. 5th - vs. IRVINE
Feb. 7th - vs. UNIX (sold out)
Feb. 23rd - vs. Fresno State
Feb. 26th - vs. Utah State (Greek Night)
Feb. 28th - vs. Pacific
Pick-up at Spartan Athletic Ticket Office
or look for Spartan Table at Union.
*All games at San Jose Civic Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
P5I01OR Its ASS04. MI I, s11,10 iis
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The Associated Students Board of Directors voted to
work with the Washington Square Fedral Credit Union.
Last semester, negotiations were disrupted by problems with space availability for the credit union and with the
incorporation of the A.S. name into the credit union’s
name.
The Student Union Board ol Directors must approve a
lease between the A.S. and the credit union, said Nigel
Murtagh. credit union president.

GUAYMAS. Sonora (Mex.) -San Jose State’s three
man geology expedition arrived here today en route to Mazatlan after a 90 mile drive over poor roads from Hemvosillos
The road from Hennosillos to Guaymas is a mere
wagon track, and it took the expedition over five hours to
traverse the 90 miles.

The hoard of directors of the faculty’s union and CSU
negotiators were scheduled to meet in Los Angeles to check
progress of contract negotiations this weekend.
The teachers of the Calitornia State University system
have been working without a contract since June.
The two sides are working with a fact tinder who will
present a report of their findings to both sides. There are 50
outstanding issues. many of them proposed takebacks of
rights by the CSU chancelor’s office. said Paul Worthman.
CFA associate gereral manager.

Come rain or come shine, the campus War Bond and
stamp campaign goes on.
Yesterday members of Beta Gamma Chi took over the
drive, walking around in rain with placards proclaiming
"Back the Attack" on their shoulders and sold S1,831.90 in
bonds and stamps.
The Beta contribution swells the San Jose State College campaign total to $20,715.90 after eight days of selling. There are still five days left in the drive.

. . . in 1944

In order to familiarize the students with activities of the
An asbestos-cosered pipe found in the old Science Coast Guard Women’s reserve. Spartan
recruiters Yeoman
Building last November was found to pose no health haz- 3/C Marion Giles and Yeoman 3/C Delores Diegnau
will
ard. said Sian Vaughn. SJSU building trades coordinator.
speak to Spartan women today at 12:30 o’clock in the Little
The pipe was discos ered by two SJSU employees who Theater.
were painting a storeroom, according to a painter with FaThe Coast Guard women’s reserve offers a practical
cilities Development and Operations
and broadening experience, according to the recruiters, because it holds unusual opportunity for ravel, new associaSJSU will displax a plaque hearing the lapel pin worn tions, increased self-confidence, and a fuller appreciation of
by one of the Challenger astomauts to honor those aboard the military might of the nation.
the fatal shuttle launch.
The lapel pin originated from SJSU and was inscribed
with the university’s name and the initials MESA.
. in 1982

Sports
In Women’s basketball, the Fullerton Titans heat the
Spartans Thursday night, putting the Spartans at 3-13 overall and 1-7 in conference play. The final score was 92-54.
SJSU’s intercollegiate bowling teanis are having a successful season. The women’s team is fourth and the [lien’s team
is 11th in the nation
her
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A PCB leak in Sweeney Hall was discovered over the
weekend by workers looking for the cause of a power outage.
The outage, which left Sweeney Hall, MacQuarrie
Hall and the Seventh Street parking garage in the dark on
Monday. was caused by a short in the main circuit.
While checking for the cause of the power loss, a
transformer in an area of Sweeney Hall was found to be
leaking its insulator, and it was later confirmed as being the
cancer-causing agent PCB

Beverly Hills sends surprises
BEVERLY HILLS AP)
Hundreds of people around the country
each year receive undeserved traffic
tickets in the mail
unwanted souvenirs from the city 01 Beverly Hills.
Former Siskiyou Daily News
owner Edgar J. Foss Sr. received a citation from Beverly Hills Municipal
Court. urging him to pay a fine fir
parking illegally on Rexford Drive at
4:36 a.m. on Nov. 6, 1986.
Foss said he was home in Montague in Northern California that night.
’In fact, I’ve never been to Beverly Hills. and I’m sure as hell not
going there now.’’ he said.
He was perplexed, though, because the citation listed his personalized license plate. SD NEWS, and described his car correctly.
He wrote a letter to the court, protesting the citation, hut all he received
was a standard form telling him to pay
$13 within 31) days or appear in court.

Berke Breathed

On This Date ...

Campus

Pape c

He sent the money under protest, court. That’s when Davies wrote to the
along with an editorial he’d written for court for her, explaining the problem.
the Siskiyou Daily News.
"We didn’t hear another thing
Beverly Hills Municipal Court from them. That was the end of it." he
administrator Stan Seidler said he said.
signed a $13 refund check and letter of
Another of his employees, proapology Thursday for Foss.
curement clerk Lorelei Super, who
Siskiyou Daily News publisher also lives in Montague. also received a
Edgar Foss Jr. said Thursday that since notice of citation. She hadn’t been
his father’s editorial ran, the paper has there either, Davies said.
received many letters from people who
"Unfortunately, it happens too
have received wrong parking citation frequently, and it is human error.
notices Irom elsewhere - - San Fran- said Seidler. "We get letters from pen
cisco and Santa Barbara - - and not ple hack East, in the Midwest ... liter
ally from all over the country."
Just from Beverly Hills.
When a police officer issues a
Forest Service clerk -typist Charlotte Hammer said on the day she was ticket, he said, it is "not always exsupposed to have violated Beverly tremely clear." ff the ticket isn’t paid,
Hills’ parking laws. July 20. 1984, she it’s sent to a computer firm that proundergoing hip surgery at Sis- cesses the citations for mailing.
lithe computer operator misinterkiyou General Hospital. She has the
prets a single digit or letter, the wrong
bill to prove it.
noanother
license number goes to the state DeShe eventually got
tice, telling her to pay $36 or appear in partment of Motor Vehicles.
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Good Clean Fun

Gene Mahoney
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Home On The Range

Bill Lukas

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World
Doru’r SAJEAC UP
OM nit LiKE TM-
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, The RADIO
CLUB is seeking new members
StOp by Engineering 333, or cell

ABUSE

TREATMENT

PRO-

GRAM Enhance personal & prof...el growth.. Volunteer in.
tern In world renowned 1.11
pro..
Counseling. support
services, ednan dela processing.
public Swiftness. fund-feleing,
Mc 13, & mono-lingual, all mejOrs. grad & undergrad Expert.. CC. 0114011 to post -grad.
Intro-ft-extrovert WE NEED YOU
New tempos IC E F PO Box
952.5.1 95108. call 290.5055
INTUITION TRAINING within

Homework of ethics. enduring values
and spirituel perspective Learn
110w to artfully bland logic end Intuition to echleve more effsettve
communications in business, per.
son. or clinical settings CAROL
WILLIS. M A . Instructor 6 Wed
7 30-10pm, begins February 11
Institute tor Transpersonal Psy.
chology (1TP. Menlo Pars To tog -

11

St. (415)326-1960
PLAN

STUDENT DENTAI OPTICAL
Enroll now. S.C. your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S Office or
.11(408) 371.6811

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE you can buy steps tor $44
through the US govt, Gel the
feels today’ Call 1.317.742.1142.
all 6115
LATE It DATSUN 200SX 61k 5spd ac
psv ps ern frn cas sunr14 nese Ores
snows reliable gd Cool 14477 bo
923-3920 leave nwsftge
85

SUZUKI GSSSOF EXCELLENT
$190050. days
COND. 1300 rnl
918.9421.e0e5 749-64 t 3

’63 5-2000 Dix MAZDA TRCK S spd
ac campr-bds sun-fl xclnl
rack rt. eng S4500 bo 365-0432
76 VW DASHER, runs & looks good.
c. $1700 Call 779-9680.
ern.
Mary-Kevin, leave message
76 VW RABBIT. 4 spd neve engift &
clutch. nice looking Must sell
now. $2040 50. 998.5081 Mike
74 TOYOTA CFI ICA. good transom
trillion. must sell 1900 or beat
of. Marcie .1 976-0592
1969 WI PARTY BUS looks great.
runs. sunroof. bre trendy. mirrors. $1200 768-5976 eves. Russ

COMPUTERS
APR Ella USERSHPI 1.1 Need aftwr
for Apple 4.PEN Plot r Anything
cell 377-6369
APet F II. w 2 DRIVES & PRINTER
Sothvere 0 system Fed1 cond
$150050 Call 797 7594 eves
WE

SELL
polar
0570.

FOR SALE
FOR

277-3470
CHILD

Cliesories. 404 S. 3rd Si., 0.108 ,01
San Selmador, 295-1606 We sicft. Vise or MC

IBM COMPATIBLE corn
XT complete system for
AT complete system for

$1195 PC.001A, computer & Cu

SALE

KING futon ell cotton

4225.10epd bare 435. sqr ring Ibl
565. cle tbi, to strkl. brbg. chrs.
Imps Cell 296.8460Iv mos..
LAND’ ORD QUITS. Everything new,
Mattress sets -queen $115. full
S145. 6 pc bedroom set $285, dinette-4 ch. 5135. 6-chelr 5175
C011996-987?
SOFA BED. LOVE SEAT. and coffee
table. good condition Must sell
$200 C.1292-5204
YOU CAN
DELTA

OWN

A

NEW

GRAND

HELP WANTED
AIRLINE JOBS 117,747 to /63,459 yr
NOw Mang! Call JOB LINE 1.518459-3535. ext 11-298
BUSSERS, WAITERS. EULIP1A RESTAURANT is welling lunch and
dinner help Good student (ob.
call 280-6161, 374 S 101 SI
CLUB seeks pool mgr.
swim. teem coach. lifeguards ins.
tractors for summer employment
Require WS! CPR experience
Send rersunw to Gale Infeld, 6725

CABANA

Hethtteld Dr. San J05e-95120
DEPENDABLE STUDENT NEEDED tor
part-time work, eves and wknds
Earn good money. establish
cadent employment references
I wan direct experience In corn
outer data entry and retrkval
communications
booekeeping
and.... Office 779 5th Si . call
998-0234
EXCITING NEW RESTAURANT CABARET All floor positions ell shins
Apply et 239 Merkel St S J
PROC

NEED RESPONSIBLE PERSON to
care for 7 beautiful indoor cats
until June All expenses paid
Please contact Elyse at 277-6819
PART TIME JOBS" We market auto
club memberships for the major
companies PartUrne, easy
hours. weekly paychecks $7 lo
515 hourly commission. complete
irainIng proWded Greet @spedInce for your resume R C SMITH
011

CORP .247-0570

OPERATORS

NEEDED at VARIAN Full Or.
weekend OM (Friday. Saturday,

STUDENT EMPI OYEE
want. or Spartan Shops Catering
Protessionel attitude required Experienced but not necessary. flexible hours Contact
Jack at 277-3183

JOBS’ JORS’ JOSS’ Ideal for stu.
dents Join our marketing staff
Take new and renewal maw.ne
orders by phone Mon -Weds &
Sat & Sun Outstanding eerning
potent,. Call 3709090

ROOMS & APARTMENTS for rent.
Rooms from $250 mu Beeutlful
Victorian, pool & all WWII. inel
Block frm SJSU Clean, quiet. &
safe Call now.Chrls af 9716094

PAPERS.

2 15DRMS. I 9TH newly rernftleled.
S500 MOVE IN NO., Lei ter%
meke deal
oftted et 281 28 S
5th St Call IC Prop 11 970.2101

RESEARCH

18,276

to

choose horn-all subjects Order
catalog today with VISA MC or
COO Toll fr. not II.-600-351.
0227, In Cellf (713)477-8226. or
rush 52 00 to Research Assistance. 11327 Idaho Aft . *206SN, Los Angeles, Cu 90025 Custom research also
levels
SMAI t OFFICE, mellow plike rweds
angeneral
office telepnone
swerer. (2) compute. (M. 512)
L iterate person(?) pt ft very flex
hrs

Close to SJSU

Mike 725-

TEACH OVERSEAS. For

heo Sr..

E1904

chiur,

pleas*

sand

sorted -

dressed, stamped enftkfte to
FrIends of World Teaching, P0
Box 1049, Son Diego C 92117
1049 Gredusting seniors should
epply now.
UNIV

OUTREACH SKILLED commu

nicetors needed by SJSU Spisak
w alumni for Annual Fund Flew
ached. career opportunities ay.
45 hr
incentives. 277-0206 eller
1 pm. Sun 5-9

WORK 10.15 hrs wk in the most hectic office ON CAMPUS Afternoon
hours only are even.. for person with wicellent English and

cli

ROOMMATE WANTED
NONSMOKING female to share nice 2bd .pt
& 1 2 util Call Wryly. at 275-

ROOMS FOR RENT 2 nonsmoiring females to ahem ma. 4 bdrm home
In
Campbell,
toll
privileges.

GREAT PART. TIME OPPORTUNITY
Gain experience and awn money
0 working on Fortune SOO

sense of ...Huey Give us
at 793 5293

HUGE 750th. 7bOrm APT Sundeck, 6
closets, sec bldg 1 bib frn SJSU
Perfect for 4 at 0700 or $175 es
148 F William al 4th, 217-5316

PART TIME Temporery Flyer distr./110000 campus 05 hi from 2.917
to 2 1207, flexible Ms Call 0011101)805)495-1421

WNTD AFTER SCHOOL SUPERVISION ME 3 hrs day Airneden
971
ley
Cell
Gebrielle
It

HAVE FUN AND EARN money working
for
unique
shop loc.. In
downtown The only qualification
is an outgoing personality with a

FEMALE ROOMMATE WNED share a
nice Mrge comfort.la room in
apt It S 51.1 St 0115 rno
0114
clop Walk to SJSU call Fen It 2945.06

mornings

Sunday, Monday) Requires US
citizenship.
technic. orientation and good record keeping
ski. Cell LI, It (415) 493.1600.
exi 445

Companies marSeting programs
on campus Flexible hours eech
sieek Call 1-900-821 1540

11 & Met, 1 Row de
p0s11 437 50 W ID Call .5101 Rpm
at 259-3576

9371 after 6 30 p or

PART.TIME

10-speed for less Man
$85 MHC Blcycft Sales offers
low-cost transportation needs tor
the student All sales flnel 30 day
guarent. Days 942.7736. Eves
793-4780 ask for Joe

EXHAUST

LIFEGUARD NEEDED Monday -Thur.dl
ewe name & phone number
In Student Activities 4 Svcs Boit
434. SJSU SWIM CLUB

11116 2619753

typing skills Call Wendy at 277.
2941

HOUSING
HOUSING, Neer San
Jose State for students Don 1
hessu perking, walk to school

AFF00113A151 If

free utilities monthly disc Fuily
furnished, color
TV VCR encl
houselmeping service Shared or
single rooms oven.. Office 72
N 5th St . cell 996-0234
BERRYESSA AREA FEMALE ROOM
MATE

Close la SJSU. $200 rrin

washer -dryer, etc 377-1654

19201 DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO sly.. I bedroom Avail.
able for meture person long terrn
preferred Paull be financially ra
sponsible, cleen, quiet and sober
only 55,553 S oil. St , 7530699217-2077 OW Sp.n 5450
SiNGI F OCCUPANCY

PERSONALS

Classified
7200
Hit

FL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC.
TiONii Snob., dinners parties
Sunday brunches. lectures Ti,.,
is’s.
day Lunch and learn
dancing, holiday celebrations
For information call mow ef 294
9311

JOHN S Horn MONTAGUE HAPPY
BIRTHDAY’ let o drink beer 01.11
jolies-GUM0AI-1 STUDY IN Cie’s
4th nr T & Th nlies Your Bud,
SMILEY
JUGS’’’. THANKS FOR ensking my
VACATION so special I li never
forget the WEEKEND we spent in
Santa Barbers boa SNIFFL ES
SIGMA ALPHA MU, not the biggest.
but going to bef Anyone inter
estud in finding out more about
ihe lestest growing frviernity on
campus cell 779-9397 or stop by
917 S 8th SI Experience SAMMY
SPRING RUSH’
STEPHANE. HUNGRY YET’ Gift me a
aterving to death’ P6111

SERVICES
EF’s IE’s Is that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you have
no reeources tor ideas or Wel to
build? SHI Electronks is committed to offer low cost consult

FOP! ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE’,
Firvt.class metaphysic. Counseling Is excellent for Moding We di-

ing needs for the student Call
days 812-7736, Efts 293-4750

rection wft purpose, vocational
guidance. deep self.knowiedgo.
trensitions.
ciartfying
life

UNCLINIC"
EL ECTROL YSIS
WANTED HAIR removed forever

relationship

crwnpetibility,

nd
profound insights Into Me dynamics and your soul’s pan I neve
Probeen In private ...Oleo es
feselonel Psychic Consultant and
Aatrologer since 1970 and use
vest errey ot techniques in .rv
ing yo. A single fiewsion doe.
the lob-ermaingly rapid ehective
and ...al $75 hr. $1530 .n
References. Carol Who.. IA Call
0041 734-9110 for appointment or
lob. placed on the mailing 1151101
Mctures...shope
Ft OTATIONAELAXATION

Stressed
001777 Come to the only noete
awn In Northern Ceillornie Unft
no yourself floating on a 30% se
line solution Your body targets
It,. mater
The mu.** that
usually hold you eosin. grevity
can now Lot Oa’ Ti.. ...once
Is like Welting In specs Restate,
Tow muscular relocation You
come refty horn the ...me
feeling you ft been vacationing
for week in MA. Cell nosy for in
formation nr ben.. still, .
fIrst
time nowt., cart for en eppoInt
10e01 end bring thia Id for
25%
discount a fftet tor $30 IRAN
OUR ITT PLACE, 445 Washington
SI
Santa Clare, c
(40M) 743-

proiecls No iob too mall or 100
large Reasonable Call 00017 .1
9264310 TODAY’

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All typos 01 papers ell lengths
SI 35 pm. typing & spelling.

quested), proOl, disc storage StuOulck
discount&
dent faculty
turneround Santo Clare . 2.-

A RE ALITif 1.11 PAPE R evr, 110,1, F
periented prorpssionai 00,111.00.
papers
Mesas
ceskIng
rt,
surnes orrice overnow mailings

S1 65 page typing & lull proof
area -local
reading
Campbell
pkkup & delivery 866-6960

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

DAYSTAR

newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only In min
ulas from campus Words and
More (Pamela, 923 2810
ACADEMIC

ANO
PROFESSIONAi
(soft processing PJ s Word Pro
ceasing Service otters quality
guarenteed worv Esparienced in
terrn pews, thesis, ground pro
pets, resumes. manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from rem
pus Calf PJ at 923.7309

personal

Call 365

typing

EDITING woan PROCESSING 266
9448 Former English mapor can
assist w grammar
vocabulary
sentence

structure
Term re
Turanian
pepers (APA
elso reR1101l, cover
Campbell,
Ill legible copy please Students
and faculty welcome Willow Glen
searcS

welcome

wee easy to locate
Morton 268-5140

1017

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Reports
theses. group 71010010 resumes
APA 0 specialty Quick return on
Ill papers All work 900100500
Pisr page and hourly rates Alma
den Branham area frve disk %tor
age
PROF
STENO
TYPING

Proles.

repeat clients, cell to reserve time
tor your projects before end-of
semester rush is on’)

01 OSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA last accurate typing and
word processing avelleble seven
days .00,1 Academic business
snd

SECRETARIAI -

Won.1 stucieni typist and skilled
word processor Dependable and
last, Perfecl finished documents
pom pp. printer (no typos
whiteout, elc I SI 50 per page
Call Sharon at 350-2717 (To my

Call Mrs

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Tenn papefI Ii.504/0h
theses 8 dissertations iCampben
Turanian APA 3rd .1) screen ploys resumes lover
follow up
letters manuscripts (books art
cies short SIOII,0 transcriptton
FREE SPEL CHEK. copy 0111 111 re

SERVICE 51 264-4504

5825

academic. business, legal lead
processing needs Term ...re,
reports, resumes, cove. letters,
group pro... manuals. theses,
dissertations. etc All aced..
APA Free disk star.
tormets
age. SPRCHEK. punctuation and
gr... ...nee All wort.
guaranteed Professional. quich
dependable service el AFFORDA
FILE RATES" Cell Pam at 247.
7681 ISenft Clara) Further .v
logs with referral discount.’
TYPING S1 50 page IOSURI $5 & up.
minimum 0100. 55 We use ION
compatible Wordstar word processor /100 letter quality printer
PC ’CON 404S 3rd SI corner of
San Salvador One block horn
campus Cell 795.1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Proceerftft,
thesis disurtellon manuscript
perfection English French Span.
cell 371-8220
7FF a TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES F.I. mcurele wor5
week I 0.
swills.e seven dey
cted in the Rioseorn Hill Senft
Teresa area Call 365-1012
MIS

.1. tor Joe

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approxmately 30 letters and spaces tor each )ne

Bitywood
Contklentiel
335 $
ft San Jo., call 747-7496 for
appointmeni
PROEFSSIONAl WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by

5,1511 gred Cherish

Dour priceless memories forever
Budget end deluxe packages
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A.S. board proposing sales of beer, food
Concert attendance expected to rise with sales, says board member
BEER, from page!
One of the main reasons or wanting to sell
the refreshments. which would include heti.. !son
drinks and possibly food. would he to enhance
the atmosphere and draw a greater crowd for the
events. said Goelfr
"I would like to get as many people to attend these events as possible." (ioelfr said
And I think the students who attend these
events should he allowed to do more than lust sit
and watch the show."
But Marcus Aiu, chairman of the Student
Union hoard of directors, does not believe that
selling refreshments will necessarily increase attendance

Lectures
celebrate
200 years

bcer us is it going to attract more
people, an my opinion...said Aiu "They come to
see the show. But it may cut costs The program
board is not designed to he a money-maker but it
would he nice once in a while...
Last semester, the program hoard’s shows
were hurt by low attendance lii addition. President Fullenons ruling prohibiting attendance by
those under 18, further reduced the 1 igures.
The program hoard has also been limited to
the Student Union, because of mandates from the
president’s office toward non-academic events in
the Morris Dailey Auditorium. Fullerton has said
that Morris Dailey must he protected because of
its importance as a historical landmark.

But even it the program hoard had been able
Morns Dailey br the concen, it would
not have been able to sell any refreshments. said
Dan Buerger, executive assistant to the president.
"There is no fixxl or drink allowed at anytime in Morris Dailey ." Buerger said. "And I
don’t see the policy changing."
The Student Union Ballroom, where the
concert is scheduled to take place, does have its
advantages, Goelfr said.
’Spilling beer onto the floor would not he a
problem:. God!, said. "We would just wipe it
up like water.’
Goelfr also pointed out that Program Board
adviser Ted Gehrke had supers used events in he
Ill Secure

.1 ).VS TITUTION, from page I

New club flies into SJSU;
Frisbee game catches on
By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
Ultimate has arrived at SJSU.
The Frisbee game, which is
played on a football field, is fastpaced and combines elements of
basketball, football and soccer. said
Terry McCarthy. president of the
SJS Ultimate.
The coed team, which was officially recognized as a club Jan.
14, is still seeking interested members. McCarthy said.
A player must catch a Frisbee
in the end zone to score a point and
a team must score 12 points to win a
game.
There are a few restrictions.
Players cannot touch or tackle each
other and once a player catches the
Frisbee he has 10 seconds to throw
it. making sure he keeps one foot
planted at all times, he said.
If a player is fouled, he must
call the foul himself because there
are no referees. This phenomenon
of "using your own better judgement is known as field etiquette."
McCarthy said.
Players normally wear shorts,
long -sleeve polo shins, cleats and
knee and elbow pads.
McCarthy said he plans to request funds from the Associated
Students hoard of directors to buy
jerseys in the future.
Formerly the captain of Foot-

Library gets
new student
message board

Groundhog
sees shadow
of meaning
NA’st I vv
rAPI
-- A plump. pampered groundhog
named Punxsutawney Phil predicted at
least six more weeks of winter Monday when he w as pulled out of an electrically heated and lighted burrow and
reportedly saw his shadow

Greek show banned from Morris Dailey Auditorium
GRI:t.k.1, Irons page I
The late notice presented problems. said Devon May s. vice president
ol Alpha Phi Alpha.
"We had to change our entire
program,"Mays said.
The change to the Student t ’mon
also will hurt from a financial standpoint. Reese said
"We’re going to have to sell pre sale tickets." Reese said. "We’re not
going to be allowed to sell at the door.
Traditionally,. people from Los Angeles and Berkeley come and buy tickets at the door .1.111s could he somewhat or a problem
The two groups. w Mel) give all
profits to chanty . also believe that the
move to the Student I ’mon will cost
them at least $2.000.
"In the Civic Auditorium. we
usually made S11.000." said Blair
Bolden, chairman of the African
Greek Coucil and a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha.
’In Morris Dailey we would
make 514.000. hut in the Student
Union, we are going to make only
VOW. All the money we make is
documented and given to charities.
such as the United Negro College

I- ind We are a service oriented Raternity .’ Bolden said.
A prime reason for the low predicted gate receipt is the amount of
money being spent on security . a cost
that is not needed, he said
"We had six security guards for a
dance and nothing happened." Bolden
said.
"But there making us have 14 security guards for the Greek Show "
"We use our experience and our
information to make decisions.’’
so
Aguirre said, in reference to xx
many security guards are needed.
’And using our hest information and
hest experience, we are right most of
the time. ’
The two groups point out that
over the two years there has been little
trouble at their functions.
The only scar on their records is
an arrest that they believe should not
he charged to them.
A year ago, at one of their dances
a scuffle at a door which led university
police to chase on toot a person who
had hit a police officer. said Aguirre
The two fraternities do not believe the person was a member or the
_

the part HI
is very small, usually lust the
.fingertip.
Cases 01 aMpUtai ion %nen
VOIVed

Surgeons using microscopes are
able to reattach the tip and frequently
can sew the artery together to allow
blood from the artery to flow into the
reattached pan
However. Hein/ said, "the veins
being much smaller than the anent:s
are just technically very difficult iii
reattach
very: frequently you can’t
really find a suitable vein to flow to a
vein at the recipient site.’’

dance.
"Everyone who was in the dance
had on their Greek letters. The person
who was caught did not have letters."
Bolden said "We believe he was from
the Job Corps on I I th Street
Aguirre disagree,: with their analysis.
"They’re entitled to their ()pinion." Aguirre said. "But that person
came running from their dance, and
they are responsible for the people
who were at that dance."
Both Buerger and Aguirre said
that they believe that this year’s event
can he successful and can he the beginning 44 a new reputation for the event
’We’re allowing them into the
Student Union. ’’said Buerger. "They
have all new organiters. and their
work has been admirable .
"The results 441 this year’s activ airs will be evaluated by administraws and police," Aguirre said. "The
people who are representing them are
very mature and very organized. If I
was going to base it on anything. I
would believe
he peaceful. They
are mature...

Wanted students interested In operating their own summer house painting business with Paint America’ student painters for the summer of 1987 A great chat.
lenge and learrunq expertence A real life MBA looks great on a resume Make
over $8,000 per summer. No experience needed, training provided
Or 1%1,11
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’We’re going to have to sell presale tickets.
We’re not going to be allowed to sell at the
door. Traditionally, people from Los Angeles
and Berkeley come and buy tickets at the door.
This could be somewhat of a problem.’
Kevin
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... News Flash
The story behind Paint America’ a firm beginning its first year in Milwaukee --is
a typical American success story The business has proved to be extremely lu(July 1986 Milwaukee Journal)
crative

FOR THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB CALL
1-800-423-0471 Ext. 541
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Reese,

treasurer, Alpha Phi Alpha

tiok
SINGERS DANCERS INSTRUMENTALISTS
TECHNICIANS VARIETY PERFORMERS
Kings Productions, the world’s #1 producer of
live entertainment, is holding auditions for the
spectacular 1987 season at GREAT AMERICA.
Santa Clara, California.
Pay is good ond lobs are plenty (we’ll even
provide one round trip airfare if you’re hired to
work at a park over 250 miles horn your home)
Make your audition a show we can’t do without’

Will

REWARD
$8,000

Leeches making a comeback
in modern operating rooms
STANFORD ( API
The ancient
medical practice of using leeches for
bloodletting has long been discredited.
but doctors now are using the creatures
to aid delicate surgery.
Leeches have been used at Stanford University Medical Center at least
four times in the past year to aid the
healing process of reattached lingers,
according to Dr Vincent R /lent/
The leeches help drain congested
blood and inject a small amount of a
very potent natural anti -coagulant in
the finger.
They are needed pnmanly in

hill College men’s Frisbee team.
McCarthy formed SJS Ultimate in
August. Before he arrived at the
university. SJSU was the only California university not to have a team.
he said.
There are currently 15 men and
three women in the club, hut it is
hoping to get enough women to
form a separate team, said McCarthy.
SJS Ultimate is currently
looking for a fraternity-sfre house.
It isn’t unusual for an Ultimate team
to have a place, said McCarthy.
The Humboldt State University
team has a house and the California
State University at Chico team has
one of the biggest Ultimate houses
in the state, he said.
SJS Ultimate played its first
game against the College of Mann
over the semester break, beating
them 12-8. said McCarthy.
Their next game will he at the
first annual All Cal Collegiate,
Tournament Feb. 14-15 at the University of California at San Diego.
The team is tentatively scheduled to play the California State
University at Chico and Humboldt
State University teams in a few
months.
The club meets on Wednesdays and Fridays at 2:30 p.m. in
William Street Park. The membership fee is $5.

Photos by
George Sakkestad and Robert Airoldi

MESSAGES, from page I
Omega is required to perform four to
eight community service projects a
year. 17ahood said.
"Our national charter does not
allow us to have a house so we Call
focus on our community duties... he
said.
Alpha Phi Omega has an eight
week pledge period which demands
that pledges "execute a community
service project and a lellowship project," said Eddie Febre, Alpha Phi
Omega member.
Fraternity members plan to meet
with Martin to arrange maintenance
plans lor the hoard. Dahood said.
"We also want to ensure this
board is not used like the message
hoards in the Student Union." which
have sections for housing, cars and
miscellaneous items
This hoard should be used strictly
for messages between students and for
suggest
Dahood said

Paul Goeltz,
concert chairman

Ultimate!

James E. Berry. an art
major and member of
the SJSL I Mutate
Frisbee team discs for a
disc during practice.
Team captain Terry
McCarthy
white
shorts I and teammate
Steve Whilled compete
for the coveted Frisbee.

"because of the breadth of its language." Wendel said.
’The basic Constitution is seven
arucles.’ he said. "It’s really a piece
of machinery it’s the scaffolding of
gos eminent
The Bill 01 Rights. added to the
Constitution in 1791. defined certain
rights. such as free speev h and free dun i in religion, as rights possessed by
the people, rather than rights given by
the government. Wendel said
"That’s an important dii terence." he said. "These are rights that
the people have not given up when
they joined the government, and the
government cannot monkey with these
rights," he said.
The Constitution is a limitation
on power. Wendel said.
"It is the ultimate protection for
the nation and the individuals that
make up the nation, he said.
Lecture subjects and dates are:
, March 2: "Benjamin Franklin’s Role in the Drafting and Ratification of the Constitution." Thomas
Wendel. professor of history.
, April 6: "The Constitution and
the Making of American Foreign Pot
icy." Peter Butanski. professor 4)1 his
tory..
_
May 4:.:!The Constitution and
Public Policy Making: When Saying a
Little Says a Lot." Larry Gersion.
professor of political science

’I think the concert
would be the perfect
time to sell the beer.
The concert is being
sponsored by Miller
beer.’

Student Union where beer was sold.
"They didn’t have any problems with it in
the past," Goelfr said. ’They didn’t have any incidents."
Another concern that has been brought up is
how the sales would be mongered. But under a
plan discussed by Goa/ and Gehrke last semester, students over 21 years of age who wanted to
drink would he issued colored arm hands.
A prime reason why Goeltz believes that his
proposal will pass is that beer is currently sold at
loolhall games.
"They sell beer at football games and make
lots and lots of money off it, so I don’t see why
’5 it’Hit
6,01/ said

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Friday. February 6
San Francisco State Unrversity; Creative Arts/Music Bldg., Knuth Hall
Singers- 5 PM, Dancers, 7 PM
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, Technicians &
Wardrobe Personnel: 5 - 7 PM
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Sunday, February 8
Great America; Grand Music Hall
Smgers. 12 - 2 PM; Dancers. 3- 4 PM
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, Technicians &
Wardrobe Personnel 12 4 PM
Inc
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